List of Endorsing Organizations

Businesses

A.L.I. Technologies
ADVANTEEST
AEON
AEON MALL
afterFit
AGC
Ajinomoto
AMAGASAKI SHINKIN BANK
AMITI HOLDINGS
Amundi Japan
Anritsu
Architects, Regional Planners & Associates, Kyoto
ASAHI GROUP HOLDINGS
Asian Gateway
ASICS
ASOKA
AUTOSURF
AURA ARCHITECTS
Benesse Holdings
blue dot green
Bridgestone
Chugai Pharmaceutical
Citizen Watch
CSR Design Green Investment Advisory
Dai-ichi Life Holdings
DAICHI SANKYO COMPANY
Daiske
Daito Trust Construction
Daishi House Industry
Dassault Systems
Decarbonization Support
DENTSU
DIE
Digital Grid Corporation
DNV Business Assurance Japan
DSM Japan
Dutch - Japanese Maritime Desk
E-Konzal
E-Square
e’s
EBARA
Eco Style
ECO WORKS
ECO-PLAN
Ecoinvention
ECOPLAN
EDGE INTERNATIONAL
Eisai
Energy311
Eiquor
Erevista
ESPEC
Foster Electric
FP
FUJIFILM Holdings
Fujikura
Fujitsu
Fukoku Capital Management
FUKUSHIMA SHINBUNTEI
FURUKAWA ELECTRIC
Green People’s Power
Green Power
Greener Space Planning
GRID & FINANCE ADVISORS
Hokitshuku
Ichigo Asset Management
IIE
INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY APPLICATION TECHNOLOGIES
ITSO IMETSU
ITOKI
J. FRONT RETAILING
Japan Pallet Rental
JAPAN POST GROUP
JAPAN Renewable Energy Corporation
JAPAN TOBACCO
Japan Waste
JENEX
Kagome
Kao
Kasai Kisen Kaisha
Kim Holdings
KOBAYASHI Pharmaceutical
Kokusai Kogyo
KONICA MINOLTA
KOSÉ
Kurita Water Industries
KYOTO / KAHOTSU KOGYO
Kureha Aerosol Corporation
Kurrat Art Industries
KYOKUTA INDUSTRY
KYKOTU KAHOTSU KOGYO
Lendlease Japan
LION
MAEDA
MAEDA ROAD CONSTRUCTION
MARUI GROUP
MC Planning
MEIDENSHA
Meiji Holdings
MHI POWER ENGINEERING
Minna-denryoku
Mirasozou
Mitsubishi Estate
Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma
Mitsui Fudosan
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines
Miya-ji Hygienic Environment Public Corporation
MORINAGA MILK INDUSTRY
MS&D Insurance Group Holdings
Nabtesco
NANKAI CHEMICAL
NEC
Neural
NGK SPARK PLUG
NIHON PLAST
NIKEI PANEL SYSTEM
NIKON
NIPPON
NISHIMATSU CONSTRUCTION
Nissay Asset Management
NISIN FOODS HOLDINGS
Nomura Real Estate Asset Management
Nomura Research Institute
NYK Line
OKAYASHI
Odawara-Kanagoe Farm
office 3.11
Ohkawa Printing
OKAMURA
OKI Electric Industry
OKYA
OMRON
OTSUKA
PALETTE
Panasonic
Patagonia International Japan Branch
Picot Energy
PIOLAX
POLA ORBIS HOLDINGS
Renessas Electronics
Renewable Japan
Rengo
REKEV
RICHO LEASING
ROHM
SAKAE KOUKAN
SANYO SYOJU
SAPPORO HOLDINGS
SB Energy
Schoeller Investment Management (Japan)
SCSK
Seiko Epson
SEIKISUI CHEMICAL
SEIKISUI HOUSE
Seven & I Holdings
SHIGA BANK
SHIMADZU
Shinkin Central Bank
Shiokaze Energy
Shizuoka Mirai Energy
SIX
SOCOTEC Certification Japan
SoftBank Group
SOLAR WORLD
Sompo Asset Management
Sompo Holdings
Sony Group
Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma
Sumitomo Forestry
Sumitomo Mitsui Construction
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings
Sumitomo Rubber Industries
Sun Messe
Sunrise
SUNTORY HOLDINGS
Suntory Beverage & Food
SuzutaTouge
SymEnergy
Takao
Takasago Thermal Engineering
Takashimaya
TAKENAKA
TBM
TECHNO ASSOCIE
Tejin
TOCAD ENERGY
TODA
TODA KOGYO
Tokyo Steel Manufacturing
Tokyo
 TOKYO CONSTRUCTION
Tokyo Fudosan Holdings
Unicharm
Visane
Wacoma
Watami
WATERSTAND
Woonerf
Xenesys
XSOL
Yachiyoe Engineering
YAMATO JYUKEN
Yano Research Institute
YATSUUMO TSUSHO
YK
Yorozu
Z Holdings
Zero Energy Company

Cities

City of Kitakyushu
City of Kyoto
City of Sapporo
City of Yokohama
Fukuoka City
Ikom City
Kagoshima City
Kagoshima Prefecture
Kanagawa Prefecture
Kawasaki City
Kobe City
Matsuyama City
Nagano Prefecture
Odawara City
Osaka City
Sakai City
Setagaya City
Shiga Prefecture
Tokushima Prefecture
Tokyo Metropolitan Government

Organizations / NGO

act beyond trust
Association for the Promotion of Electric Vehicles
Association for the Promotion of Electric Vehicles
Association to Create a Society with a Consumer Citizenship
CDP Worldwide-Japan
Chiba University of Commerce
Circle Ontosan
Citizens’ Alliance for Saving the Atmosphere and the Earth
Climate Youth Japan
Collective Action Institute
Consumers Cooperative Society
CONSUMERS, JAPAN
Earth Life Network
Eco-Work Jissen Juku
Environmental Veterans Firm
Ethical Association
FOREVER-GREEN
Fuku Small Hydropower Plant Promotion Council
Green Building Japan
Hokkaido Green Fund
Hokkaido Green Purchasing Network
Honmumutsuyu Shu
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES)
Institute for Sustainable Energy Policies
Japan Association of Environment and Society for the 21st Century
Japan Association for Environmental Policy
Japan Kirin Association
Japan Meteorological and Environmental Organization
Japan Network for Climate Change Action
Japan Solvent Recycling Industry Association
Japan Sustainable Forest Forum
Japanese Consumers’ Co-operative Union
Junkan Workers Club
Kyoto HBS Museum

TOTAL: 291
Business:208
City:22
NGO / Organization: 61

(In alphabetical order / As of 15 April 2021)